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       Sales Circular No. U- 30 /2009 
From 

                        The General Manager/Commercial, 
                        UHBVN, Panchkula. 

To 
                        All CEs/(OP)/SEs(OP)Xens/SDOs/OP, 
                        JEs-I, Incharge in UHBVN. 
  
                        Memo No. Ch. 04/RG-123/350/Santion of load  
                        Dated:        12.08.2009 
  
Subject: -        Billing of consumers connected on independent feeders.  
                         
                        This is in continuation to the S.C No. U-39/2008 issued by this office vide 

 memo no. Ch. Spl-1/Billing-141 dated 12.11.2008. 

                        Some of the units have been provided power supply through independent 

feeders.  With the pressure of consumers asking for industrial connections, rising 

pendency and need for regulatory compliance, the exclusiveness of these feeders 

cannot be maintained for long. With the rising number of applicants it is not possible to 

allow independent feeders to each and every applicant. There are serious constraints of 

right of way problem and space for outgoing feeders at the feeding sub station. 

Therefore there is no alternative but to tap the existing independent feeders for giving 

supply  to other applicants who come forward to take supply.  Needless to mention, any 

independent feeder erected at the request of an applicant becomes the property of the 

Nigam as per clause 4.7 of the HERC Regulation No. HERC/12/2005 and as such 

Nigam is at liberty to release further connections from this independent feeder.  

                        Therefore, it has been decided that when an independent feeder is 

tapped for releasing connection(s) to one or more applicant(s) then in such cases, the 

billing of the independent feeder consumer and other new consumers shall be governed 

as follows: 

1. The billing of the independent feeder consumer is now being done on the basis 

of the energy meter installed at the substation. Obviously this cannot be done 

after release of additional connection (s) from this independent feeder. 

2. Therefore, in such cases, the consumption of the energy be recorded both from 

the energy meters installed at all the consumer premises and the energy meter 

installed at the substation. The consumption recorded at the substation meter 

may then be apportioned to the two or more consumers based upon their 

individual consumption.  

3. This will however not be applicable to essential feeders, whose exclusiveness 

will be maintained.   

                        Sales circular No. U-39/2008 dated 11.12.2008 stand amended to the 

above extend.  

                        The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all concerned for 

careful and meticulous compliance. 

 

 
                          General Manager/Commercial  

UHBVN, Panchkula 



 


